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Editorial concept 
 
 
Positioning 

€uro is Germany’s biggest monthly magazine about economics, 
politics, the stock market and private finance. €uro combines reports 
about developments in economics and politics with reports about 
companies, balanced investment recommendations and smart tips 
on taxation and insurance issues. 

This means €uro isn’t a classic investment title, but a finance 
magazine covering a unique range of topics in unparalleled depth. 

Editorial concept 
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Editorial concept 
 
 
Politics and economics 

In the “Politics and economics” section, readers can discover what 
issues economic decision-makers are grappling with. €uro presents 
information about German economic policy, DAX companies’ new 
strategies and old problems, and exciting international topics. In the 
high-profile €uro interview, DAX board members, leading politicians 
and notable individuals offer discussion and answers, and talk about 
their relation to money. 

 

Cover story 

A minimum of 20 pages means there’s enough space for profound 
analysis, comprehensive evaluations and genuine value to users. 
Whether it’s because they feature Germany’s largest property atlas or 
exclusive stock market strategies – €uro cover stories provide the 
perfect answer to the question: what should I do with my money? 

 

 

 

Editorial concept 
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Editorial concept 
 
 
Stock market and investments 

In the largest section, “Stock market and investments”, funds, 
shares, loans, ETFs, certificates, warrants, raw materials, precious 
metals and property investments are explained and analysed. The 
editorial team also explain renowned fund and asset managers’ 
investment strategies. The emphasis is on investment, not 
speculation. 

 

Dossier 

In “Dossier”, the editorial team offers up a feast for the eyes. With 
powerful images and lavish graphics, €uro explains and analyses all 
facets of the world of money: From the construction East Germany 
and crypto currencies to the natural resources of the Arctic. 

Editorial concept 
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Editorial concept 
 
 
Taxes and savings 

In the “Taxes and savings” section, €uro readers discover the most tax-
effective ways of managing their private finances, and which pension 
products are best-suited for them. This section also offers product tests 
and rankings with regard to the best insurance policies, banks and asset 
managers. 

 

 

Money and leisure 

“Money and Leisure”, the nine-page closing section of the magazine, 
showcases personal investments in cars, watches, travel and fashion. 
The special highlight: “Car talk” – a top manager talks about life behind 
the wheel, “Watching watches” – an expert identifies the watch on a 
celebrity’s wrist. A lavishly produced report and the well-established 
“Cult brand” are dedicated to a key topical theme each month. 

Editorial concept 
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The readers 

§  The €uro editorial content is targeted at private and professional decision-makers who are interested in the topics of 
economics, the stock market and private finance. 

§  €uro boasts a top-class readership. The predominantly male readers are aged between 30 and 59, work in managerial 
positions and have a correspondingly high annual income. 

§  As well-informed experts and advisors, €uro readers play an important role in shaping opinions. 45 percent of the readership 
are multipliers with strong personalities. 

High investment and financial potential 

§  42 percent of the readers intend to buy securities. 

§  The €uro readership exhibits an above-average willingness to buy insurance and pension products. 

§  The proportion of readers who don’t just plan to buy exclusive consumer goods but are also able to do so because of their 
high discretionary income is also above average. 

§  €uro reaches decision-maker target groups effectively and precisely. 

 

 These figures make the €uro readership a highly desirable target group for financial communication, B2B campaigns and 
luxury consumer goods. 

 

 Source: AWA 2020 

€uro 
 
 

High-quality readership 
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Usage, subscription service and sales outlets 

Intensive usage 

§  €uro readers exhibit very intensive usage, with an above-average reading duration of just under 90 minutes. Over 70 percent 
of €uro readers consult issues three times or more. About 60 percent of readers are loyal: they have been reading the title 
regularly for more than three years1).   

 

Subscription service 
§  €uro is delivered to subscribers’ homes on the day of publication at no additional charge.  

 

Sales outlets 

§  Available from specialist retailers, train station bookstores, petrol stations, supermarkets and other large retailers. 

Other elements 

 Source: 1)Readers’ survey 2019 
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Print run  

Distributed circulation 

 

Sold circulation  

Subscribers  

Newsstand sales 

On-board copies 

Reader`s circle 

Other circulation sales  

Free copies

 

 Circulation in copies                                 IVW II/20                        thereof epapers 

Circulation in detail 

Circulation 

58,968 

 43,850 

   

 43,136  

 33,797 

 4,507    

 61    

 2,599    

2,172 

 714 

 - 

 2,687 

   

 2,687  

 579 

 139    

 61    

 -    

1,908 

 - 
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Reader and structure figures 

Reader and structure figures 
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Readers in top educational, professional and income categories 
§  €uro readers are predominantly male and belong to the top educational, professional and income categories. 

The average net household income is over € 4,700. 

Source: AWA 2020; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,64 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue  
 
1) Category 1 (highest) to category 7 (lowest).  

Reader and structure figures 

Sociodemographics AWA €uro
proportion proportion

Men 49%       84%       169

Age
30-59 years 48%       66%       137

Education
A-Levels, university entry level, degree 30%       58%       191

Profession of those surveyed
Major independent contractors / freelancers 2%       9%       330 330
Middle-income self-employed 3%       7%       248
Senior employees / officials 9%       34%       251 251

Net monthly household income 0
€3,500+ euros 37%       69%       167 167
€4,000+euros 27%       55%       195 195

Socioeconomic status 1)

Highest category (1+2 out of 7) 22%       61%       242

Multipliers with strong personality 25%       45%       144
Opinion leaders 36%       57%       156
Very wide / wide range of expertise 32%       47%       123

   Affinity

169 

137 

191 

402 
210 

363 

183 
208 

276 

178 
160 

147 
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Readers with a wide range of interests 

§  €uro readers have a wide range of interests, with a particular interest in economic and financial topics.  

Reader and structure figures 

Source: AWA 2020; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,64 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue 

Particular interest AWA €uro
proportion proportion

Range of interests
Very wide range of interests 15%       23%       0
Wide range of interests 22%       32%       0

Particular interest in topics
Financial and capital investments 15%       58%       0
Economic issues and questions 10%       49%       0
Politics 24%       50%       0
Private pensions 17%       49%       0
Shares, investment funds 5%       48%       0
Insurance 14%       44%       0
Cars, car tests 12%       18%       0
Modern telecommunications 28%       33%       0
Computer usage 24%       41%       0
Internet, online products / services 25%       33%       0
Consumer electronics devices 15%       20%       0
Building, modernizing, renovation 12%       19%       137
Modern design 7%       8%       0
Holidays and travel 42%       54%       0

   Affinity

155 
149 

389 
473 

204 
293 

870 
322 

159 
120 

175 
133 
133 

163 
108 
128 
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§  The core €uro readership includes managers and professional/private decision-makers. 

Reader and structure figures 

Reader profile: decision-makers and managers 

Source: AWA 2020; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,64 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue 

Reader profile AWA €uro
proportion proportion

Managers
Managerial post 6%       34%       616 616
Senior employee 8%       32%       421 421

Decision-makers by product area
Financial investments, insurances 63%       90%       143 143
House, owner-occupied apartment 36%       59%       167 167
Cars 58%       81%       141 141
Modern telecommunications 80%       92%       114 114
Computers, computer accessories 62%       89%       145 145
Corporate / investment procurement 22%       50%       222 222

   Affinity

616 
421 

143 
167 

141 
114 

145 
222 
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Top professionals 

Reader and structure figures 

§  €uro readers include society’s top professionals, with expertise spread across all industries. 

Source: AWA 2020; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,64 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue 
 
1) Full-time work, socioeconomic status ≥107 
2) Full-time work, socioeconomic status ≥117 
3) Full-time work, socioeconomic status ≥123 

Structure proportions AWA €uro
proportion proportion

Working in top groups
Working in top twenty 1) 11%       44%       395 395
Working in top ten 2) 6%       32%       555 555
Working in top five 3) 3%       20%       669 669

Top professionalsby sector

Top engineering professional 1%       5%       415 415
Top construction professional 2%       5%       305 305
Top computing / IT / EDP professional 2%       8%       556 556
Top management methods / HR management professional 2%       16%       741 741
Top economics / commercial professional 3%       25%       751
Top legal professional 1%       5%       547 547
Top professional medicine 1%       3%       267 267

   Affinity

395 
555 

669 

415 
305 

556 
741 
751 

547 
267 
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§  €uro readers are experts in financial and capital investments and play an important role as advisors and opinion leaders. 

Shares, investment funds: extremely pronounced interest 

Reader and structure figures 

Source: AWA 2020; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,64 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue 
 
1) Decision-makers financial investments and insurances in total and advisors/experts financial and capital investments 

Financial and capital investments AWA €uro
proportion proportion

Interested in information (particularly interested)
Financial and capital investments 15%       58%       389 389
Shares, investment funds 5%       48%       870 870

Advisors, experts
Financial and capital investments 9%       53%       563 563
Shares, investment funds 4%       46%       1045 1045

Expert decision-makers
Financial and capital investments 1) 8%       50%       593 593

Core financial investments target group 23%       63%       274 274

I enjoy persuading others to adopt my point of view 36%       57%       160
I like to give advice and recommendations 47%       74%       149
I prefer to make provisions for myself, to be independent of the state 57%       73%       127

   Affinity

389 
870 

563 
1.045 

593 

274 

160 
156 

127 
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§  There is a significantly above-average proportion of securities owners and potential investors in the €uro readership. 

Shares, investment funds: strong investment potential 

Reader and structure figures 

Source: AWA 2020; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,64 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue 

Financial and capital investments AWA €uro
proportion proportion

Ownership of financial investments
Securities 29%       70%       240
Shares 12%       49%       402
Certificates, warrants, futures (calls, puts) 1%       5%       657
Equity funds 7%       30%       396
ETFs 2%       17%       868
Pension funds (investing in fixed income securities) 6%       16%       289
Open property funds 2%       11%       496
Other funds (e.g. mixed asset management securities funds) 6%       20%       338
Fixed-income securities (saving bonds, bonds) 11%       33%       306
Participation 3%       14%       475
Gold (bars, coins, ETFs) 6%       22%       345
Call money, term deposits, fixed deposits 22%       46%       209

Purchasing plans in the next one to two years
Securities 8%       42%       556
Shares / Equity funds 6%       35%       631
ETFs 2%       17%       895
Fixed-interest securities 2%       8%       354
Gold (bars, coins, ETFs) 3%       16%       

   Affinity

240 
402 

657 
396 

868 
289 

496 
338 

306 
475 

345 
209 

556 
631 

895 
354 

550 
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§  37 percent of the €uro readers have an account at a direct bank. They are very willing to carry out their banking 
transactions via a direct bank. 

Reader and structure figures 

Direct banks, home banking 

Source: AWA 2020; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,64 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue 

Direct bank, home banking AWA €uro
proportion proportion

Direct bank customer
I am a direct bank customer 18%       37%       210
A direct bank would be for me in question 16%       17%       112
Ownership of call money, term deposits, fixed deposits 22%       46%       209

Purpose of Internet use
Online-banking, banking transactions at home 45%       75%       166

   Affinity

210 
112 

209 

166 
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§  €uro readers are very interested in insurance products and services. 

Reader and structure figures 

Insurance: strong interest and expertise 

Source: AWA 2020; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,64 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue 
 
1) Decision-makers financial investments and insurances in total and advisors/experts private pension insurances and advisors/experts insurances 

Insurance AWA €uro
proportion proportion

Particularly interested
Insurance 14%       44%       322
Private pensions 17%       49%       293

Ownership of financial investments
Riester contract 14%       20%       142
Rürup contract 1%       4%       323

170
Advisors, experts
Insurance 8%       38%       502
Private pensions 8%       39%       505

Expert decision-makers
Insurance 1) 10%       47%       494

Core insurance target group 17%       47%       275

Total expnsion / purchasing plans
Insurance (in the next one to two years) 12%       24%       194
Riester- or Rürup contract 1%       3%       192

   Affinity

322 
293 

142 
323 

502 
505 

494 

275 

194 
128 
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§  An above-average proportion of €uro readers are planning to start a new insurance scheme or expand  
an existing one. 

Reader and structure figures 

Insurance: new or expanded policies 

Source: AWA 2020; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,64 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue 

Insurance AWA €uro
proportion proportion

High willingness to spend
Insurance 20%       32%       158
Pensions 30%       50%       170

Insurance expansion / purchasing plans
Insurance total (in the next one to two years) 12%       24%       194
Accident insurance 2%       1%       51
Occupational disability / incapacity insurance 3%       5%       144
Personal liability insurance 3%       3%       99
Legal costs insurance 3%       7%       212
Private health insurance 2%       4%       222
Private nursing care insurance 2%       8%       453
Life insurance 1%       3%       476
Private pension insurance 3%       6%       199

Consider my efforts to pensions
- for not enough 37%       25%       62 62
- for enough 41%       58%       153 153

   Affinity

158 
170 

194 
51 

144 
99 

212 
222 

453 
476 

199 

67 
143 
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Reader and structure figures 

Potential property builders, purchasers and renovators 

§  An above-average proportion of €uro readers intend to buy or renovate a property.  

Source: AWA 2020; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,64 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue 

House and home AWA €uro
proportion proportion

Interested in information
Especially interested 12%       19%       163
Interested in total 42%       54%       128

Advisors / experts
Construction / renovation 13%       20%       154

Property purchasing plans
Building / buying a house 4%       9%       217
Buying a freehold apartment 4%       11%       302

Renovation / refurbishment plans in the next one to two years
Total 23%       27%       116
Property renovation (house or flat) 12%       18%       150
Solar panels 1%       1%       96

117
Ownership of financial investments
Building loan contract 25%       33%       135

Financial investment purchasing plans
Buildiing loan contract 2%       3%       127
Taking out a mortgage 1%       5%       349

   Affinity

163 
128 

154 

217 
302 

116 
150 

96 

135 

127 
349 
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Reader and structure figures 

Cars: well-versed experts, high willingness to spend 

§  €uro readers intend to buy a new car in the next one or two years.  

Source: AWA 2020; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,64 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue 
 
1) Decision-makers cars in total and advisors/experts cars 

Cars AWA €uro
proportion proportion

Interest in information
Interested car experts 5%       10%       195 195

Guides, experts, decision-makers
Guide, expert on cars 10%       18%       184 184
Decision-maker for cars with professional expertise 1) 9%       18%       204

Business customers 0
Business customer, car rentals 2%       5%       220 220

High willingness to spend
Cars 22%       34%       154

Planning to buy
Planning to buy a new car in the next one, two years 3%       3%       124

   Affinity

195 

184 
204 

220 

154 

124 
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Reader and structure figures 

Cars: brand of most-driven car 

§  €uro readers prefer cars of prestigious brands. Many are not yet sure what brand the next new car will be. 

Source: AWA 2020; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,64 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue 

Cars AWA €uro
proportion proportion

Brand of most-driven car in household
Audi 5%       8%       179 179
BMW 4%       16%       372
Ford 5%       4%       88
Mercedes-Benz 5%       10%       190
Porsche 0,2%       2%       1019
Toyota 2%       2%       106
Volkswagen 16%       15%       95

Would buy the same brand again 39%       60%       155 155
Would buy a different brand 5%       4%       68 68
Undecided what brand I would buy 21%       20%       96 96

   Affinity

179 
372 

88 
190 

1.019 
106 
95 

155 
68 

96 
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§  €uro readers are discerning and brand-focused consumers who like to spend their money as well as invest it. 

Reader and structure figures 
 

Lovers of luxury and pleasure 

Source: AWA 2020; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,64 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue 

Lovers of luxury and pleasure AWA €uro

proportion proportion

Buyer type
Quality-oriented consumers 21%       37%       173
Luxury-oriented consumers 11%       38%       361
Modern homes and interiors 6%       8%       136
Mobile cosmopolitans 21%       47%       230
Ultra consumers 17%       35%       

0
Innovation focus
Innovators 6%       24%       432
Trendsetters 11%       28%       264

Preferences 0
I enjoy staying in top hotels 12%       32%       260
I like to buy products from exklusive companies 4%       11%       315
I prefer high-quality sports clothing brands 24%       45%       190
I am prepared to spend a fair amount of money on clothes 47%       57%       
I am prepared to spend a fair amount of money on mobiles/smartphones 29%       34%       119

Ownership of high-value products
Luxury watch (€500+) 10%       32%       311
Luxury fountain pen (€150+) 3%       11%       394
High-value travel / business bags and cases 3%       10%       384
High-value jewellery (€1,000+ per item) 10%       23%       222

   Affinity

173 
361 

136 
230 

206 

432 
264 

260 
315 

190 
121 
119 

311 
394 

384 
222 
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Of the 320,000 €uro readers in the AWA population … 

 do not read the title … (exclusive readers)   also read the title … (double readers) 

§  €uro only has minimal overlaps with other classic financial magazines.  

§  Thanks to its high proportion of exclusive readers, €uro reaches readers that Manager Magazin,  
Wirtschaftswoche and Capital do not. 

§  27 % of the €uro-readers also read €uro am Sonntag. 

External reader overlap 

High proportion of exclusive readers 

Source: AWA 2020; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,64 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue 

Capital €uro am Sonntag Manager Magazin

73

in %

27

83

in %

17

Wirschaftswoche

84

in %

16

71

in %

29
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